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DMC WOOLLY
CROCHET MONOGRAM BEANIE
22 x 22cm

488.043
Dark Pink

488.042
Baby Pink

488.064
Grape Purple

- 6mm Crochet Needle
- DMC Woolly:
 488.043  Dark Pink 1 Ball
 488.042  Baby Pink 1 Ball
 488.064  Grape Purple 1 Ball
- Tapestry Needle
- 8x8cm Hessian or loose weave canvas
NOTE: This can be a scrap piece as it is only for assisting you in 
stitching a nice neat monogram letter for the beanie.

TENSION: 13 double crochet stitches = 10cm

DC = double crochet
CH = chain
SL ST = slip stitch
TR = treble crochet
*-* = repeat pattern as shown between asterisks

1. The main part of the beanie uses a mix of both 043 Dark Pink 
and 042 Baby Pink, which you will crochet together as if it were 
one strand of wool. This will give the beanie a mixed colour as 
well as a chunky look.

2. Begin by crocheting the following pattern: 

ROUND 1: Work 4 ch and form a ring with 1 sl st in first ch, work 
6 dc in ch-ring = 6 dc. 
ROUND 2: 2 dc in every dc = 12 dc. 
ROUND 3: * 1 dc in first dc, 2 dc in next dc *, repeat from *-* = 
18 dc.
ROUND 4: * 1 dc in each of the first 2 dc, 2 dc in next dc *, 
repeat from *-* = 24 dc. 
ROUND 5: * 1 dc in each of the first 3 dc, 2 dc in next dc *, 
repeat from *-* = 30 dc.
ROUND 6: * 1 dc in each of the first 4 dc, 2 dc in next dc *, 
repeat from *-* = 36 dc.
ROUND 7: * 1 dc in each of the first 5 dc, 2 dc in next dc *, 
repeat from *-* = 42 dc.
ROUND 8: * 1 dc in each of the first 6 dc, 2 dc in next dc *, 
repeat from *-* = 48 dc.
ROUND 9: * 1 dc in each of the first 7 dc, 2 dc in next dc *, 
repeat from *-* = 54 dc.
ROUND 10: * 1 dc in each of the first 8 dc, 2 dc in next dc *, 
repeat from *-* = 60 dc.

3. Continue to work 1 dc in every dc until piece measures 
approx. 20 cm. Work 2 rounds with 064 Grape Purple and then 
fasten off. 

4. Now that the main section of the beanie is done, you will now 
crochet a scalloped edge with 064 Grape Purple as follows:

1 dc in first dc, * skip 2 dc, in next dc work 6 tr, skip 2 dc, 1 dc 
in next dc *, repeat from *-*, the last time finish with 1 sl st in 
first dc on round. 

5. Once your beanie is complete, you can add your monogram 
letter using 064 Grape Purple in 2 pieces of wool. The easiest 
way to do this is to Cross Stitch your letter - using a piece of 
hessian as a guide to assist with creating a perfect Cross Stitched 
letter.

6. Pin the hessian where you would like to stitch the monogram 
letter. Then follow the graph (on the following page), by stitching 
large Cross Stitches over 2 threads through the hessian and 
beanie.

7. Once your letter is stitched, carefully pull out the threads from 
the hessian, one by one - and you will be left with a nice, neat 
letter.

With any of the left over wool from this project, you can create a 
Pom Pom for the top of the beanie.

8. Make 1 Pom Pom approx. 8cm diameter. You can use all three 
colours or just one. When tieing off the Pom Pom, leave a longer 
thread so that you can fasten it to the top of the hat, knotting the 
thread on the inside firmly.

MATERIALS:

ABBREVIATIONS:

TO BEGIN:

FINISHING OFF:

OPTIONAL STEP:

COLOUR KEY:
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DMC WOOLLY
CROCHET MONOGRAM BEANIE
22 x 22cm

CROSS STITCH MONOGRAM CHART


